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                 Road to      Cold Dark Matter Universe   	
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    Einstein equation (1915):	

    	

     Space-Time:    	

                is homogeneous and isotropic:	
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           Friedman (1922); 	

           Robertson (1935) & Walker, A.G. (1936)	
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    Friedman equation:	
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           Solution is not static	

	         Universe is expanding:  roughly    	

                 accurate form depends on 	

!

            Discovery of expansion of the Universe	

                   Lemaitre (1927)	

                      He referred to Friedman solution	

                   Hubble (1929)	

   	

             	



            Gamow (1946) extrapolated the expansion to t=0    	

                     25%-He production understood	

            Lifshitz (1946) gravitational instability theory	

            Discovery of cosmic microwave background (CMB)	

                 Penzias and Wilson (1965)  accidental	

                 Dicke and Peebles (1965):	

                        predicted, started search                       	

                 confirmed of Gamow’s hot fireball (Big Bang)	
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0.15% level

COBE 1991



            There must be fluctuations 	

               (Peebles-Yu: Zeldovich-Sunyaev, 1970)	

!

             expt.: By 1991:                              	

                 Suspect: Are we on a right track?	

              	

             1992:  Discovery of fluctuations	

                                 at                                  (COBE/DMR)	

               Yes, we are on the right track!	

                But we need Dark Matter dominating
massive neutrinos: NG
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fluctuations and correlations
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Boomerang (baloon, 2000)
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Figure 1. Current constraints on the power spectrum of CMB temperature anisotropies.
The error bars in the vertical direction show 1σ errors in the band power estimates and the
error bars in the horizontal direction indicate the width of the band. The solid line shows
the best fit adiabatic CDM model with parameters ωb = 0.019, ωc = 0.10, ns = 1.08,
Q10 = 0.98, Ωm = 0.225, ΩΛ = 0.775.
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that is almost up to date at the time of writing. The horizontal error bars
show the multipole range probed by each experiment. The recent results
from the VIPER experiment (Peterson et al. 1999) and the Boomerang
test flight (Mauskopf et al. 1999) are not plotted because the exact win-
dow functions are not yet publically available. Neither are the published
results from the Python V experiment (Coble et al. 1999) which seem to be
discrepant with the other experiments particularly in the multipole range
ℓ ∼< 100. The points plotted in figure 1 are generally consistent with each
other and provide strong evidence for a peak in the power spectrum at
ℓ ∼ 200.

In this introductory article, I will review briefly the theory of CMB
anisotropies in adiabatic models of structure formation and then discuss
the implications of Figure 1 for values of cosmological parameters. The
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Figure 4. The crosses show maximum likelihood bandpower averages of the observations
shown in figure 1 together with 1σ errors. The solid line shows the best fit adiabatic CDM
model as plotted in figure 1 which has ωc = 0.1. The dashed lines show the effects of
varying ωc keeping the other parameters fixed. The upper dotted line shows ωc = 0.05
and the lower dashed line shows ωc = 0.25.

at lower multipoles and so the upper limits on ωc are robust to the addition
of these parameters. The CMB data have now reached the point where we
have good constraints on the height of the first peak, as well as its location,
and this is beginning to set interesting constraints on ωc. The best fit value
of Ωm ≈ 0.3, derived from combining the CMB data with results from
distant Type Ia supernovae (see figure 5) implies ωc ≈ 0.11 for a Hubble
constant of h = 0.65, consistent with the low values of ωc favoured by the
height of the first acoustic peak.

The left hand panel of figure 5 shows the marginalized likelihood for
the CMB data in the ΩΛ–Ωm plane. The likelihood peaks along the line
for spatially flat universes Ωk = 0 and it is interesting to compare with
the equivalent figure in E99 to see how the new experimental results of
the last year have caused the likelihood contours to narrow down around
Ωk = 0. (See also Dodelson and Knox 1999 for a similar analysis using
the latest CMB data). As is well known, the magnitude-redshift relation
for distant Type Ia supernovae results in nearly orthogonal constraints in
the ΩΛ–Ωm plane, so combining the supernovae and CMB data can break
the geometrical degeneracy. The right hand panel in Figure 5 combines
the CMB likelihood function derived here with the likelihood function of
the supernovae sample of Perlmutter et al. (1999) as analysed in E99. The
combined likelihood function is peaked at Ωm ≈ 0.3 and ΩΛ ≈ 0.7.

Compilation of ground-based experiments (Efstathiou 1999)
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Planck 2015



Planck 2013C�
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Introduction of “unwanted” vacuum energy	

  1.  	

  2.        CMB harmonics: peak at 	

             (Boomerang 2000; Ground based compiled ~1998;	

               WMAP 2003; Planck 2013)	

  3.        supernova Hubble diagram: fainter SNe at large z	

             (Riess+ 1998, Perlmutter+ 1999)	

Today, all observational evidence consistent with	
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                  fits CMB harmonics data perfectly well!	

         We have no other alternatives         	
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      Remaining problems:	

         What is dark matter?	

         What is “dark energy”          Why K=0? 	

          Structure formation esp. at small scales	



               understanding   	

               An intriguing explanation: inflation     	

                (+)  origin of fluctuations	

                (+)  spectral tilt is natural	

                (—) Conceptual problems: eternal inflation 	

                        Inflation, once took place, never ends	

                        Inevitably multiverse  (infinite nr. of univ.)	

                        Our Universe is one realisation out of infinity	
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               How about galaxies?	

When one says the ‘success’ of inflation,	
he closes his eyes on the fundamental problem

Starobinsky, Guth, Linde, Albrecht-Steinhardt

Mukhanov, Hawking, Pi-Steinhardt, Linde

Linde, Guth

problem posed by Dicke & Peebles 1979
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Formation of galaxies and cosmic structures	

    clustering of dark matter	

    dragging baryons	

     cooling of baryons, interactions among baryons	

     stars formed: variety of physics appears	

!

          Where are 90% of baryons?

�b = 0.05 �� = 0.003 �visible = 0.005

Fukugita,Hogan,Peebles 1998‘Missing baryon problem’



Conclusions	

Global evolution and the state of the Universe	

     is understood, basically by yr 2000	

     Remaining:  what is dark matter?; why is             ?	

Evolution of galaxies	

      We have a reasonable picture how it does	

             in particular, numerical modelling	

       Yet many unknowns in the process

K = 0


